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Topics in this newsletter:
• Upcoming release of L.I.N. – an Outstep Novel and
sequel to The Other
• Stop worrying about the virus – read!

Book release!
In this, the third book in the Out-Step Series, and sequel to The Other, Kaetlyn O'Sullivan wakes
up from a coma after having been shot in the head by a religious extremist. During her comatose
state, two alien space crafts have remained hovering over the coast of Ireland for weeks,
unresponsive to any attempt to communicate with them, and seemingly, waiting for just one
person to return, Kaetlyn herself. Nineteen-year-old Kaetlyn not only becomes the spectacle of
world attention, including those coveting the alien technology, she is challenged, with the help of
L.I.N., the ship's A.I. entity, to remember her past-life role aboard one of the alien crafts and how
to use its technology to stop the imminent debacle that global warming is now unleashing on the
entire world. Releasing April 2020

Stop worrying about the virus – read!
The global dialogue right now is about the corona virus, and while we should
all take precautions to avoid it, we should also focus on self-empowerment,
staying positive and focusing on what we can control. Find a quiet corner
where no one is talking about the virus, load up on coffee or wine, and read.
When you sit and worry about something, such as the virus, you are
subconsciously empowering that fear, and too much fear is not good for
anyone’s health. A good principle to remember is that whatever you put your
attention on, you give power to.
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